Dx IQ #4 — Teen's brain tumor misdiagnosed as anxiety: A must-read for parents of teens and preteens
By Helene M. Epstein

Jennifer Mizrahi remembers the first phone call from her daughter telling her, “Chasin is panicking!” He
was in a store with his dad and his older brother and sister, and suddenly the 12-year-old felt “strange
and nervous.” Jennifer tried to reassure Chasin over the phone,
telling him to take a deep breath and to drink some water. The
whole episode lasted less than a minute and then he was fine. No
one paid much attention to this incident; it was a one-time thing.
Then it happened again a few months later.
This time Jennifer witnessed the whole episode unfold. “He got
really nervous, and quickly rattled off, ‘Something’s wrong. I feel
really strange, I need to take a walk, I need some water,’” Jennifer
says. He looked alert and his eyes were wide open. Fifty seconds
later, he felt fine.
The family pediatrician’s reaction was that all kids have a “little
angst” and he thought it might be related to stress from Chasin’s
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parents’ divorce. He examined Chasin but never ran any tests. The
pediatrician said he thought Chasin was experiencing panic attacks
and supported the techniques Jennifer had already taught Chasin: breathe deeply, drink some water,
and maybe go for a walk. The doctor didn’t think it was anything serious or dangerous. In fact, to make
light of Chasin’s symptoms, he suggested they give the attacks a nickname, “Fred.”

The Roadblocks and the Signs
Over the next six years “Fred” would return, occasionally at first and then more frequently and in
clusters — a few per day and then a few days’ break. But the length of the attacks never varied, 50-60
seconds.
Despite the fact that these episodes interrupted classes, games, and time with friends, they seemed to
have little impact on the rest of Chasin’s day. He did well in class, his teachers were supportive, and his
friends stuck by him. While his family was stressed, Chasin took it in stride.
His mother didn’t. “I’m certain I spoke about this to my pediatrician fifty, sixty times,” Jennifer says.
“There should have been a time when he thought that this is going on too long,” but he didn’t.
Convinced that Chasin’s symptoms were psychological, the pediatrician refused Jennifer’s repeated
requests to bring in other types of medical specialists, including a pediatric neurologist. Why?
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Diagnostic errors have many causes (See Dx IQ #1: The
most important medical issue ever for details). But one of
the most common types is cognitive bias, an error in how
the doctor thinks about the diagnosis.
There are several possible types of cognitive bias at play
here. One is known as anchoring bias. The pediatrician’s
first impression was that Chasin was suffering from panic
attacks. Nothing else he saw changed his mind, so the
diagnosis was anchored there.
Another possibility is premature closure, selecting one
diagnosis before ruling out others that can cause the same
symptoms. For example, what Chasin experienced could
also be explained by issues with his heart, lungs, thyroid,
or brain. Yet, the pediatrician never tested for any causes
of Chasin’s symptoms.
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When Chasin's pediatrician decided he had the right diagnosis, he stopped listening to Jennifer's
concerns. But, an accurate diagnosis depends on getting a complete account of the patient’s symptoms,
says Richard McClead, MD, MHA, who is Associate Chief Medical Officer of Nationwide Children’s
Hospital in Columbus, Ohio. One of the most common reasons patients of any age are misdiagnosed is
because vital facts are missed. (See Dx IQ #3: Why Your Child is More Likely to Be Misdiagnosed Than
You Are for details).
Jennifer continued to worry that something important had been missed. She took daily notes, and kept
track of everything that she thought could possibly impact Chasin’s health.
There were three things Jennifer kept noting. Chasin’s episodes always
lasted a minute or shorter. They remained brief even as they happened
more often. Most importantly Chasin repeatedly denied he felt any
anxiety around the attacks. Jennifer raised these facts with Chasin’s
pediatrician but he dismissed them as unimportant. In truth, they are
not consistent with the diagnosis of anxiety and panic attacks and
should have raised questions.
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Without the pediatrician’s approval or referral, she took Chasin to see
an adult neurologist. While he said he couldn’t treat a child, the
neurologist listened and recommended Chasin see a pediatric
neurologist and get a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of the
brain.

Armed with that opinion, Jennifer called the pediatrician one more time. She insisted he send Chasin to
a pediatric neurologist. He relented and made the referral.
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The first appointment with the pediatric neurologist was disappointing. Jennifer now believes she made
an error when she said that the pediatrician thought her son had anxiety. She fears it gave the
neurologist “preconceived notions” (anchoring bias) and affected how the neurologist proceeded.
The neurologist ordered an electroencephalogram (EEG), a test that tracks and records brain wave
patterns. The EEG was normal and the doctor told Jennifer that Chasin was fine, that she agreed with
the pediatrician’s diagnosis of panic attacks, and recommended therapy.
Jennifer says she dragged Chasin to therapy every other week for two years – costing her thousands of
dollars. The therapy did nothing to stop the episodes.
They also saw a pediatric psychiatrist and a well-known anxiety specialist. Neither was able to help.
After years of worry and expense, with no answers and no path to answers, Jennifer just wanted to
know, “What the hell is going on with my kid?” She felt “stuck in the mud” and “helpless.” Worrying for
Chasin took over her life. “There wasn’t one second I wasn’t thinking about this.”

The Real Diagnosis
Though the attack clusters worsened, Chasin thrived in high school. He got good grades, took driver’s
education classes, attended prom, and was accepted to an excellent New York state university.
A few months before Chasin left for college, Jennifer had what she called an “aha moment” as she
watched him have an episode in a restaurant. She realized that in college he wouldn’t have family to
support him, only strangers. “He broke my heart for six years,” she
says, “and I had to get to the bottom of this” before he went away.
“The very next day I was on the phone with the pediatric neurologist,”
Jennifer says. She pushed hard for an appointment as soon as possible.
Once there, Jennifer says she insisted on an MRI before he left for
school. The neurologist agreed, reluctantly.
The day after the MRI, the neurologist’s office called asking Chasin to
return for an MRI with contrast. They had found a mass. “Then the
whole ball started rolling,” says Jennifer.
Chasin had a brain tumor that had been causing the seizures for six
years. He had never had panic attacks or anxiety. After years of being
dismissed, the family was relieved to have a correct diagnosis and
happy to learn the tumor was benign.
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It was a ganglioglioma, “an uncommon type of brain tumor, which can
occur in the temporal lobe of children and young adults," says John Boockvar, MD, neurosurgeon and
director of the Brain Tumor Center at Lenox Hill Hospital. "This particular type of tumor frequently
causes seizures."
Seizure medicines were tried first but they were of little help. So, Dr. Boockvar and David Langer, MD,
the hospital's chair of neurosurgery, removed the tumor surgically.
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Today, Chasin is about to begin his junior year of college. He is interning at the same hospital where they
treated his tumor. He is seizure — and anxiety — free.

What you can do to help your teens and preteens avoid being misdiagnosed
There are a few key things you can do now to help get an accurate and timely diagnosis, before any
trouble arises. These tips also work if your older child is in the middle of a diagnostic journey today.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Dr. McClead urges parents to sign up for the doctor’s or hospitals’ patient portal and check
your teen’s records thoroughly. “Is the information correct? Are the medications and
medical history correct? Read it, correct it, and tell the doctor” or the staff.
“Fresh eyes are one of the best ways to catch mistakes,” says Dr. Mark Graber, founder and
Chief Medical Officer of SIDM. If your teen isn’t improving, get a second opinion. Ask friends
and family members in town for a recommendation of a pediatrician in a different practice,
or ask your current pediatrician for a specialist to give a second opinion. If your pediatrician
refuses to provide a referral or a second opinion, as Chasin’s doctor did, find another
practice.
Trust your gut and don’t give up. And support your teen’s opinion on what she’s
experiencing. All of the experts encourage parents to speak up if they feel their child’s
symptoms aren’t getting enough attention or if there’s any confusion between what the
child and the family are saying and the medical professional is hearing. While it’s important
for preteens and teens to have their own relationship with the pediatrician so they can
discuss issues they’re embarrassed to discuss with their parents (yes, we mean sex, drugs,
and depression), chronically ill people of all ages need healthy adults to advocate for them
and their point-of-view.
It helps when you put your teen’s symptoms in context and come prepared with all of the
key facts. There is a valuable tool you can start using today for the next appointment. The
SIDM Patient Toolkit is a handy step-by-step workbook with sections to fill out before,
during and after your doctor’s appointment. The Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality (AHRQ) also has a personalized question-builder available online and as an app.
If you’re using the internet to look for more information, be sure to use reliable and trusted
sources. The American Academy of Pediatrics’ (AAP) Healthy Children’s teen section is a
great place to begin.
One reason Chasin was undiagnosed for so long was because his seizure symptoms were
uncommon. For a helpful article on the signs of seizures in children, click here.

If your child’s primary healthcare provider doesn’t offer a patient portal or easy access to their
records, or if they bristle at being asked questions or getting corrected information, it might be time
to find a new practice. And please share this article; it may help someone else.
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The Society to Improve Diagnosis in Medicine (SIDM) catalyzes and leads change to improve
diagnosis and eliminate harm from diagnostic error. We work in partnership with patients, their
families, the healthcare community, and every interested stakeholder. SIDM is the only
organization focused solely on the problem of diagnostic error and improving the accuracy and
timeliness of diagnosis. In 2015, SIDM established the Coalition to Improve Diagnosis, to
increase awareness and actions that improve diagnosis. Members of the Coalition represent
hundreds of thousands of healthcare providers and patients—and the leading health
organizations and government agencies involved in patient care. Together, we work to find
solutions that enhance diagnostic safety and quality, reduce harm, and ultimately, ensure
better health outcomes for patients. Visit our website at www.improvediagnosis.org, and
follow us on Twitter or Facebook.

Helene M. Epstein writes about patient safety and family health. Her goal is to help readers
apply important new information to their own lives. Subscribe to her posts, visit her website or
follow her on Twitter or Facebook.
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